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Thanks for the opportunity to comment on park management.  I have lived in the vicinity  of the park for over 20
years.  In the past few years the park has become very popular with people making day trips with their families,
especially during the winter months.  This increase in attendance is evident because people park at the entrance and
then ride with their children on the bike lane that was created by the county. This bike lane was carved out of the
existing  CR 905 road, which has resulted in small children riding very close to traffic traveling 45mph or greater. 
Even though the road was widened slightly when they added the lane, the lane is still dangerous because it offers no
separation from vehicle traffic. I have seen families riding and walking against traffic on the narrow unprotected
bike lane.  There are large waste management vehicles on this road all day long hauling trash to the county’s dump
on this road. 

A separate bike path is needed to make it safe for recreational cyclists who use the park as a base of operation
because they are attracted to the parks cycle activities and easy parking.  A connecting pathway is needed to offer
safe cycling and this path should connect to the nearby overseas heritage trail.  This connection is especially needed
in the vicinity of the Circle K. 

Please consider the above comments to also apply to the management of the overseas heritage trail too even though
the comment period seems to have recently closed. 

As for the park itself,  development of the park should be kept to a minimum. This land was kept undeveloped with
support from the public and options to make money through concessions is not in keeping with the original intention
of protecting the diverse hardwood hammock. This park should not be commercialized and no effort to increase its
popularity should be made.  Most people wouldn’t even be on CR905 unless they are visiting the park. I see a lot of
wildlife killed by vehicles each year.  This area is a refuge for migrating wildlife and protected species.  The park
system has a responsibility to this wildlife and should be protective of it and not try to seek any gains.  Of course I
am not advocating reducing access but I don’t want to see any planned increases and think the park should
accommodate for cyclists who don’t need or want a fancy bike trail through the sensitive woods. A simple safe trail
to put people in touch with thread Florida is what may be needed. 

The public meeting for this park was on August 17 and the comment period is closing today less than 30 days later. 
People have busy lives and  need more time to provide input to park managers. 

Again thanks for the opportunity to comment.

Sent from my iPad
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